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THE BUZZ
WISHING HAPPY FATHERS DAY
TO ALL OF OUR DADS, GRANDDADS
AND GREAT-GRANDDADS!!
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YOUR
PRESIDENT’S
REPORT
Greetings Comrades and Friends:
June is a very special month – with June
6th being the 75th Anniversary of D-Day.
Over 156,000 allied troops stormed the
beaches of Normandy. Hopefully everyone
finds a moment in their life to pause and
pay respect to those who unselfishly
participated in that thrust to return
freedom to the victims in Europe.
“What the hell have you done with the
tomorrows we gave you?” is a quote I
have come across from a D-Day survivor
named Martin Maxwell. He was a British
soldier - a Jew born Max Meisels - who
was advised by his Commanding Officer to
change his name prior to being air
dropped into the fray against the chance of
being captured and summarily executed
by the Nazis. And the quote seemed so
appropriate for what I see around me
today.
And I wonder if we could produce such
saviours again?
Men and women
dedicated to fighting for freedom no matter
the cost. We have grown so distant from
the past that some feel they can rewrite or
erase what brought us to our current

quality of life. What has brought us to,
yes, even have the right to bite the hand
that feeds us. That complacency and
disrespect may well lead us to being
vulnerable once more to forces that would
see us as easy prey.
But in the A.N.A.F. Community I know we
promote respect for our veterans and
ensure they are not forgotten. Society
may feel it is changing and find no need
for remembrance – but today's special
interest groups must know that having the
luxury to bite the hand that feeds them
came with a cost. A human cost that we
must remind our fellow citizens of on such
anniversaries as D-Day.
Fraternally yours truly,
Bill Ritchie
President
Unit #68
anavet68@yahoo.com

S h ou l d e r t o S h ou l d e r
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JUNE NEWS
FROM YOUR
HONOURARY
PRESIDENT
Comrades:
Once again, our politicians are at it
with the "GLOBAL
WARMING" scare
tactic. Some peruse the concept that life
will end in 12 years if we do nothing. A
"Dogma" is a statement that cannot be
challenged or at least be proven true or
false. It is a scientific fact (look it up on
Google) that the earth’s temperature has
only increased 1.5 degrees since 1885.
Yes, there are years of dramatic
temperature
increases
but
natural
fluctuations have been occurring since
earth began.
Climate extremists such as Al Gore have
personally profited from this propaganda
and it didn't take long for governments to
realize huge tax windfalls thru a national
carbon tax. The general population is
being dubbed once again like in the 1980's
when we were told, that the earth was
running out of oil. After dramatic oil price
increases, suddenly 40 years later the USA
has more oil untapped in reserve than
Saudi Arabia. As the carbon tax increases
by 1 cent per litre, the price of gas goes up
20 cents or more??
If sea levels are rising to the degree the
alarmists insist, then why are our banks
giving 30 year mortgages on ocean front
condominiums. Are they really that stupid?
of course not! They just know the truth
behind all this conspiracy.
Then there is the green new deal, no more
cars, planes or let’s eliminate the coal
industry. Of course the 2 countries with
more than the worlds 90% of the
population (China & India) ignore this
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whole conspiracy.
They
keep
their
economies booming with cheap energy
thus keeping our dollar stores stocked
with cheap goods while we export our jobs
to them.
It is a fact that the human race only
occupies 3% of this planet; the rest is
ocean, forest or desert. Do you really
believe that humans are therefore causing
the planet to heat up?
The elitist 1% have once again found an
issue to control the people and generate
wealth for a few ---OH, us poor sheep!!!!
Fraternally Yours
Bob Rietveld
Honorary President
East Vancouver Unit #68

One morning she woke up
different . . . .
Done with trying to figure out who
was with her, against her, or walking
down the middle because they didn’t
have the guts to pick a side. She was
done with anything that didn’t bring
her peace. She realized that opinions
were a dime a dozen, validation was
for parking, and loyalty wasn’t a
word but a lifestyle. It was this day
that her life changed. And not
because of a man, or a job but
because she realized that life is way
too short to leave the key to your
happiness in someone else’s pocket.
Source: Be Happy, Enjoy life.
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Where in the World are
Jan & Kerr ???
(3rd Edition – covers travels in April and May;
Last month should have read April – not May)

Hello everyone, Jan and I send you
greetings
from
Iberian
Peninsula,
specifically the historic city of Evora in
central Portugal where we are at the time
of writing this month’s edition! When we
left off last month, we were finishing up
our mini tour of England and Wales (we’ll
be back there later in the year with plans
to see more of the UK) and making plans
to head to the European Continent.
We left Kingston upon Thames headed to
the airport on April 17th and booked a
cheap flight on Vueling Airlines from
Gatwick to Fiumicino International Airport
on the west coast of Italy approximately 33
kilometres from the center of Rome. When
I say the flight was cheap… it’s cheap! It
cost us $70 Canadian for the two of us to
fly one way, a 2 ½ hour flight. But you get
what you pay for which is basically a seat
(which doesn’t even recline) and nothing
else.
Everything is extra, from choosing your
seat to checking extra bags to getting a
drink of water but if you prepare yourself
beforehand
and
don’t
have
great
expectations, it can be an affordable way
in getting from A to B, especially on a
short haul flight under 3 hours.
We had decided when we reached Rome
that we would spend a few days on the
outskirts of the city and chose a wonderful
family run hotel called Villa Patrizia about
15 km south of the city center in the town
of Trigoria. Getting into Rome from
Trigoria was easy; a 15-minute ride on the
local bus dropped us at the Laurentina
metro station which whisked us to Termini
Train Station in central Rome. From
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Termini you have access to the red and
blue metro lines and bus routes which is a
great affordable way to get around the city
and will give you easy access to all the
major tourist attractions from the
Colosseum to the Vatican.
Jan and I explored Rome by walking
everywhere we could (8.6 miles one day
according to Jan’s Fitbit) but we also rode
the bus a lot while in the city. Riding the
bus while convenient and fast, was a bone
jarring experience to say the least. The
cobblestone streets play havoc on the
body and the buses. I put the life
expectancy of a new bus in Rome at
around 12 months as the streets will surely
reduce the suspension systems to dust in
that time. We certainly wouldn’t want to
own a new car if we lived there as it
wouldn’t last long, I’m sure!
After a wonderful 3-day stay at Villa
Patrizia, we moved into the city to meet up
with Shelley and John (you will remember
them from last month’s article) who had
returned to Rome after their cruise to
Greece and Croatia.
It was birthday time for the ladies who are
one day apart on their special day (23rd and
24th of April) so it was great that the two of
them
could
spend
time
together
celebrating in such a cosmopolitan city.
We had a blast walking around, exploring
the sights and neighbourhoods that make
up the city of Rome but the one thing that
surprised us all… the Irish have taken over
the city!
There are over 100 Irish bars in Rome and
while most of them are Irish in name only
(they sell Guinness) there were a few that
were very authentic; Irish owners, Irish
food and Irish staff.
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Scholars Irish Lounge - Rome
One of our favorites was Scholars Irish
Lounge located at 101 Via del Plebiscito, in
the center of the city. Great food and drink
and friendly English-speaking staff. If you
are planning a visit to Rome and looking
for a little taste of a Canadian style pub,
we would highly recommend you drop in
and have a pint or two at Scholar’s
Lounge!
After a fantastic visit in Rome it was time
to say goodbye to Shelley and John who
were off on a bus tour around Italy and we
hopped a high-speed train and journeyed
to the city of Bologna in northern Italy on
our way to Paris where we will meet up
with them one final time before they head
home.
We spent two days exploring Bologna and
thoroughly enjoyed it. The city of Pisa is
world renowned for its famous leaning
tower, but Bologna has two leaning towers
that are just metres apart and totally
different; In fact, the record holder for
leaning towers is the Garisenda Tower in
Bologna, which leans at a whopping 4
degrees (compared to 3.97° of the Leaning
Tower of Pisa) and a major attraction and
meeting point in this beautiful city.

The Two Leaning Towers of Bologna
After Bologna we hopped a bus and
headed for Lyon, France on our way to
Paris. The 5 ½ hour bus ride took us
through the spectacular scenery of the
French Alps with a 20-minute stop for a
snack about half-way through the journey.
It was truly a great ride through the
tunnels, twists and turns of this highway
through the mountains.
An overnight stay in Lyon saw us hopping
on another highspeed train for our final leg
of the journey to Paris where we once
again hooked up with Shelley and John
(their last stop before heading off to
London for their flight home). Paris, like
London has a very extensive metro system
and it didn’t take long to reach our Hotel in
the Monmartre district on the Right Bank
in the northern part of the city and home to
the Basilica of the Sacré-Cœur which sits
high on the hill overlooking the city.
Over the next four days we did our best to
explore the city, taking in the sights and
enjoying everything this metropolis has to
offer. One of the highlights of the stay was
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our visit to the Lourve which is a “not to
be missed” attraction for any visitor. We
spent over four hours touring around this
magnificent 3 floor museum of art and
history and still didn’t get to see all that it
offered; one could easily spend a whole
day here.
Of course, any tour of Paris would not be
complete without a visit to the Eiffel Tower
which can be seen from many parts of the
city and is even more impressive when you
stand next to it.
We also tried to visit the Cathedral of Notre
Dame on the Île de la Cité, an island in the
river Seine but due to the devastating fire a
few weeks before we were only able to get
within a few hundred metres of the
Cathedral itself. While disappointing it did
not in any way dampen the great time we
had, touring around the city of lights.
On a final note: To Shelley and John,
thanks for sharing your trip with us, we
had a great time with you guys and would
love to do it again some time!
That’s it for this month…. Tune in next
month to hear about of our travels to
Spain, Portugal and the “Rock of
Gibraltar”.
Last Month’s Trivia Answer: “Dynion”
is Welsh for Man & “Menywod” is Welsh
for Woman which really helps to know if
you are heading for the toilet!
This Month’s Trivia Question: Every
Hotel/Inn bathroom in Italy has a pull cord
as standard equipment. What is this pull
cord for?
a) To call the maid or bellboy to help
scrub your back.
b) To vent the steam from the room
after a hot shower.
c) To call for help if you have fallen
and can’t get up.
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Pick an answer before you give google a
go!
Cheers,
Jan and Kerr

EDITOR’S NOTE: Jan and Kerr are
having an incredible adventure and
allowing us to tag along has been
fantastic!!

VETERANS REPORT
June 6, 2019 is the 75th Anniversary for
"D- Day". Some facts might interest you - •

The "D" simply stands for Day.

•

Also know as The longest Day.

•

156,000 Allied forces were involved.

•

11,000 Ships.

•

5,000 Airplanes

•

4,000 Allied soldiers died.

•

20,000 French Civilians killed in
bombings.

•

450,000 WW11 Veterans remain as
of 2018.

•

In one decade only 50,000 Veterans
will still be alive.

•

Canada's contribution was at Juno
Beach.

Juno Beach actually consisted of the
villages of Coureulleus and Bernieres,
France. The Americans at Utah & Omaha
Beaches. The British at Gold Beach.
Originally these beaches were code named
after fish but Churchill disapproved as he
felt the names were undignified as he felt
so many men might die.
Fraternally Yours.
Bob Rietveld
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EDITOR’S NOTE: As I gaze out my
window at my giant tomato plant I
remember Ron’s great item about his
tomato creature! ENJOY!!
In Loving Memory - - - -

“THE CASE OF THE GREEN THUMB”
A few years ago I planned a trip to Reno.
My sister-in-law, Louise, came down from
Kamloops to baby-sit my house and my
dog while I was away. As I was getting
into a taxi for my trip to the airport my
sister-in-law asked if there was anything
special she could do for me. I was only
joking when I yelled back to her, “Yes, you
can dig up my back yard and plant my
garden.”
When I arrived back from Reno the
following Saturday, my home and dog
sitter had already left for home. As it was
close to the meat draw time, I headed up to
the club hoping I would have better luck
than I had in Reno.
As I entered the club people started to yell
at me, “How’s your garden?” – wherever I
walked in the club, it was the same
question, “How’s your garden?” So, I
finally decided to head home and see my
garden.
I looked in my back yard and to my
surprise there was my beautiful garden!!
However
there
were
no
vegetables, no flowers . . . just
row after row of pull-tabs (all
losers) and row after row of beer
cans (all empty, of course!)
The Vancouver Sun actually did a story on
it, and ran it in their garden section. I left
the ‘garden’ as is and through the summer
it became a neighbourhood attraction.

Another ‘garden story’ involves a relative
of mine (now deceased) so I suppose it’s
alright to tell this story. For many years he
won prizes at the P.N.E. for growing the
largest pumpkin. I finally asked how he
grew the largest pumpkin year after year.
Now I’m about to tell you a family secret . .
. . . . when a pumpkin grew to about the
size of a basketball, he carefully cut a very
thin slice into the pumpkin and inserted a
wick (the type of wick used in a kerosene
lamp) then every day he fed the pumpkin
fresh milk through the wick. By P.N.E. time
the pumpkin was so large and heavy he
required help in lifting it out of his garden
and delivering it to the P.N.E. Horticulture
Building. And now, you know another
‘creepy Robinson secret’!!
King Kong, Godzilla, and the Killer
Tomato . . . you may be wondering why I
mention these monsters when the theme
of this column is supposed to be about
gardening. Let me explain.
In early June of 2006, I purchased a single
tomato plant up Fraser for 69¢. I planted it
in a pot on my patio. The plant was 5
inches high at that time. A few weeks later
it was almost 4 feet high. Then, by the end
of July it had become a MONSTER!
It grew to over 7 feet tall and continued to
grow an inch a day until the end of the
season!
Don’t ask me how
many tomatoes were
on the plant because
when they were teaching
arithmetic at school I was
busy
playing hockey in Memorial Park, and
therefore can’t count past ten fingers.

Editor’s Note: We would love to have
seen that backyard garden your sister
planted – we will bet it was a Treasure for
sure – and a ‘rarity’ that was fun to behold!

F o r ever i n o u r M em o r i es
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ANAVETS AFFAIRS
AFFORDABLE RENTAL
HOUSING FOR SENIORS

ANAVET HOUSING
Vancouver East
951 East 8th Avenue
Richmond - 11820 No. 1 Road
North Van. – 245 East 3rd St.
Call 874-8105 or email
bcanavets@telus.net for more information
New Chelsea Society
7501 – 6th Street,
Burnaby, B. C. V3N 3M2
Patrick Buchannon, Executive Director
Telephone: 604-395-4370
Fax: 604-395-4376
E-mail: admin@newchelsea.ca
VETERANS AFFAIRS CANADA
MEDALS & SERVICE RECORDS
P.O. Box 7700 Charletown, P.E.I. C1A 8M9
VETERANS AFFAIRS ENQUIRIES
Suite 1000 – 605 Robson Street,
Vancouver, B.C. Toll-Free Telephone:
1-866-522-2122
HEALTH & WELFARE CANADA
PENSION PLAN
Inquiries: 1 – 800 – 277-9914
DID YOU KNOW… that you may be eligible
for Death Benefits of up to $ 2,500.00?

ANAF UNIT #68
MEMBERSHIP . .
There is still time to enroll
for the current year 2019 so you may
continue receiving all of the wonderful
benefits membership accords.
SPECIAL OFFER: membership is still
available at $35.00 for the year or $60.00
for a couple!!
Jan Holt is our Unit #68 Membership chair
assisted by Leslie Leoppky.
If you wish to mail in your membership fee,
the following is the address for all of our
Unit #68 correspondence:
A.N.A.F. Unit #68 Membership
c/o Bill Ritchie
122-6362 Fraser Street
Vancouver, BC V5W 0A1
PLEASE REMEMBER . . . We need ‘YOU’,
and your continued support as loyal and
dedicated
Members.
An
active
membership makes for an active club!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY to our
Unit #68 JUNE Celebrants!

LAST POST FUND INC.
British Columbia Branch #520
#203-7337 – 137th St. Surrey, BC V3W 1A4
For information regarding financial assistance
please contact 572-3242 or 1 – 800 – 268-0248.

“Friendship is being there when
someone's feeling low and not
being afraid to kick them.”
--- Randy K. Milholland

Sam Bruni
Grant Dricos
John McGill
Bill Ritchie

Allen ‘Gill’ Carson
Verna Gropp
Shirley Peterson
Shawn Wonnacitt

Wishing you all a Very
Happy Birthday!!!!\
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A FEW HANDY
HINTS FOR YOU
and FOR YOUR
HOUSEHOLD
Keep Pen Ink From Leaking in Your
Purse . . .
One easy way to prevent pen ink from
leaking in your purse or briefcase is to
store your pens in a plastic travel
toothbrush holder. Even pens with caps
can sometimes break and leak.
Soap Pest Spray . . .
Mix two tablespoons liquid Ivory soap and
one gallon water. Use a spray bottle to
apply to your plant's leaves. It will help
eliminate aphids, cinch bugs, spider mites,
and white flies.
Clutter Control: Mail . . .
Always have your family bring in the mail
to the same spot when they check it. For
example, designate a basket that is only
for unsorted mail. This will help prevent
important mail from getting lost in the
shuffle.
Telemarketer Control . . .
A handy telephone tip: Keep a small
chalkboard near the phone. That way,
when a salesman calls, you can hold the
receiver up to it and run your fingernails
across it until he hangs up.
OR better yet . . .
use a squeaky duckie for that. And let the
duckie answer for you. Squeak Squeak,
Sqeeeeeek!
Makeshift Funnel . . .
Don't have a funnel handy? Aluminum foil
can be easily crafted into a funnel that will
work in a pinch. Get a piece of aluminum
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foil that is twice as long as it is wide and
fold it to form a square, use this to roll into
a funnel.
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SPORTS REPORT

A
reminder
that
The
Provincial
Command Annual Golf Tournament
will be held at the Mylora Executive Golf
Course 9911 Sidaway Road, Richmond, BC
on Saturday, June 29, 2019.

A FEW DANDELION FACTS
FOR YOU . . .
Registration is at 9:30 a.m. with tee off
commencing at 10:30a.m. The event is
hosted by Steveston Unit 284. Harrisons
Grill at the golf course will be open for
breakfast.
After
golf
dinner
and
refreshments will be provided by Unit 284
Steveston.
We may enter 2 teams of 4 players. Please
indicate those that wish to be partnered.
Registration form is located on the sports
bulletin board located in the northeast
corner of the 100 club. Kindly provide all
the information the registration form
required.
The Bocce Tournament that was
scheduled for June has been postponed
until September. Look for further details in
our August issue.
Dick Moore
Director

“You can live to be a hundred if you
give up all the things that make you
want to live to be a hundred.
--- Woody Allen (1935 - )

Dandelions are NOT weeds, but are from
the same family as sunflowers.
A dandelion seed can travel up to 5 miles
before it lands.
Every part of the dandelion is edible.
1 cup of dandelion greens = 535% of your
daily recommended vitamin K and 112% of
your vitamin A.
Up until the 1800’s, dandelions were seen
as extremely beneficial. People would
remove grass to plant dandelions!!!
Ps: And . . . they make a great
summer wine!!!

A TOUCH OF HUMOUR . . . .
"Grandma, how long have you and
Grandpa been married?" asked young
Nina.
"Fifty years," Grandma replied.
"That is so wonderful," exclaimed Nina.
"And I bet in all that time, you never once
thought about divorce, right?"
"Right Nina. Divorce, NEVER.
Murder, lots of times, but never divorce."
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The History of 'APRONS' . . .
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In the fall, the apron was used to bring in
apples that had fallen from the trees.
When unexpected company drove up the
road, it was surprising how much furniture
that old apron could dust in a matter of
seconds.
When dinner was ready, Grandma walked
out onto the porch, waved her apron, and
the men folk knew it was time to come in
from the fields to dinner.

I don't think our kids know what an apron
is. The principle use of Grandma's apron
was to protect the dress underneath
because she only had a few. It was also
because it was easier to wash aprons than
dresses and aprons used less material.
But along with that, it served as a
potholder for removing hot pans from the
oven.
It was wonderful for drying children's
tears, and on occasion was even used for
cleaning out dirty ears.
From the chicken coop, the apron was
used for carrying eggs, fussy chicks, and
sometimes half-hatched eggs to be
finished in the warming oven.

It will be a long time before someone
invents something that will replace that
'old-time apron' that served so many
purposes.
Send this to those who would know (and
love) the story about Grandma's aprons.

REMEMBER:
Grandma used to set her hot baked apple
pies on the window sill to cool. Her
granddaughters set theirs on the window
sill to thaw.
They would go crazy now trying to figure
out how many germs were on that apron.

When company came, those aprons were
ideal hiding places for shy kids.
And when the weather was cold, Grandma
wrapped it around her arms.
Those big old aprons wiped many a
perspiring brow, bent over the hot wood
stove.
Chips and kindling wood were brought
into the kitchen in that apron.
From the garden, it carried all sorts of
vegetables. After the peas had been
shelled, it carried out the hulls
.

I don't think I ever caught anything
from an apron - but love . . .
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A TOUCH OF HUMOUR IS SO
GOOD FOR THE SOUL . . .
As I was nursing my baby, my cousin's sixyear-old daughter, Krissy, came into the
room. Never having seen anyone breast
feed before, she was intrigued and full of
all kinds of questions about what I was
doing. After mulling over my answers, she
remarked, 'My mom has some of those, but
I don't think she knows how to use them.'

Two elderly people are living in a Florida
mobile home park. He's a widower and
she's a widow. They've known each other
for quite a number of years. One evening
there's a community supper and these two
are at the same table. As the meal goes on,
he gives her a few admiring glances and
finally gathers up the gumption to ask her:
"Will you marry me?"

THE BUZZ
so glad that you called, dear, because I
couldn't remember who had asked me!"

Texan Emergency First Aid . . .
Two men from Texas were sitting at a bar
when a young lady nearby began to choke
on a hamburger. As she gasped and
gagged, one Texan turned to the other and
said, "That gal is havin' a bad time. I'm a
gonna go over there and help."
The Texan ran over to the young lady, held
both sides of her head in his big, Texan
hands, and asked, "Kin ya swaller?"

After
a few
seconds of 'careful
consideration,' she smiles: "Yes, Yes, I
will!"

Gasping, she acknowledged that she
couldn't swallow. Then, the Texan asked,
"Kin ya breathe?" Still gasping, she
motioned that she couldn't breathe. With
that, the Texan yanked up her skirt, pulled
down her panties, and licked her butt. The
young woman was so shocked and
humiliated that she screamed at him and
brought up the piece of hamburger and
began breathing on her own.

Their meal ends and with a few more
pleasant exchanges they return to their
respective residences.

The Texan sat back down with his friend
and said, "Ya know, it's sure amazin' how
that hind-lick maneuver always works!"

Next morning, the old man is troubled.
"Did she say 'yes' or did she say 'no'?" He
can't remember. Try as he will, he just
can't bring it back. With trepidation, he
goes to the telephone and calls her. First,
he explains to her that he doesn't
remember as well as he used to.
Then he reviews their lovely evening
together. As he gains a little more courage,
he inquires, "When I asked if you would
marry me, did you say 'Yes' or did you say
'No'?"
To his great delight he hears her say "Why,
I said, 'Yes, yes I will' and I meant it with all
my heart." Then she continues, "And I am

Two golden-agers were discussing their
husbands over lunch.
"I do wish that my John would stop biting
his nails. He makes me terribly nervous."
“My Albert used to do the
same thing," the other
woman replied. "But I
broke him of the habit."
"Really, how?" asked the
first woman.
"Easy, I hid his teeth."
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FROM OUR UNIT
#68 BUZZ RECIPE
CORNER:
ICE CREAM SANDWICH CAKE

2. Top layer of sandwiches with a
layer of chocolate ice cream.
3. Add another layer of ice cream
sandwiches, and another layer of
chocolate ice cream.
4. Freeze for 1 hour.
5. Crush sandwich cookies in a
resealable bag.
6. For the icing, combine the crushed
sandwich cookies and whipped
topping until well mixed.
7. Cover frozen cake with topping.
8. Garnish with more crushed
sandwich cookies and serve
immediately or freeze.
9. Enjoy!

A real YUMMY summer treat for
you to enjoy . . . .
INGREDIENTS:
for 9 servings
•

12 ice cream sandwiches

•

2 pt chocolate ice cream, softened
(690 g)

•

8 oz whipped topping, 1 container
(225 g)

•

12 sandwich cookies, crushed

DIRECTIONS:
1. In an 8x8-inch (20x20 cm) square
baking dish, place a layer of ice
cream sandwiches in aluminum foilcovered dish.
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It will be here before you
know it . . . .
OUR ANNUAL PICNIC AT
TROUT LAKE
Saturday, July 20th from 8 - 4

LLIIFFEE LLEESSSSO
ON
NSS .. .. ..
A 6 year old
and a 4
year old are
strolling
thru
their
yard
one
sunny
morning.
The 6 year old asks, "You know what? I
think it's about time we started learning to
cuss." The 4 year old nods his head in
approval.

Delicious Food, Competative Bocci,
Great Comradery, and a whole pack
of Terrific Raffle Prize!
And for our grandchildren . . . a
whole bunch of special raffle treats

The 6 year old continues, "When we go in
for breakfast, I'm gonna say something
with ‘hell’ and you say something with
‘ass’."
The 4 year old agrees with enthusiasm.
When the mother walks into the kitchen
and asks the 6 year old what he wants for
breakfast, he replies, "Aw, hell, Mom, I
guess I'll have some Cheerios.
WHACK!
He flies out of his chair, tumbles across
the kitchen floor, gets up, and runs
upstairs crying his eyes out, with his
mother in hot pursuit, slapping his rear
with every step.

And plenty of enticing adult prizes
too . . . so come on down!!!
Even if Motther Nature rains on our
parade we are under cover and
therefore you won’t get wet!!!
It is a FUN DAY . . . and

His mom locks him in his room and
shouts, "You can stay there until I let you
out!"
She then comes back downstairs, looks at
the 4 year old and asks with a stern voice,
"And what do YOU want for breakfast,
young man?"
"I don't know," he blubbers, "but you can
bet your ass it won't be Cheerios!"

EVERYONE IS WELCOME!!!!!!
Source: Donald Coleman on Facebook
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The Goldberg Brothers . . .
The Inventors of the
Automobile Air Conditioner
Here's a little factoid for automotive buffs
or just to dazzle your friends.
The four Goldberg brothers, Lowell,
Norman, Hiram, and Max, invented and
developed the first automobile airconditioner.

On July 17, 1946, the temperature in
Detroit was 97 degrees. The four brothers
walked into old man Henry Ford's office
and sweet-talked his secretary into telling
him that four gentlemen were there with
the most exciting innovation in the auto
industry since the electric starter.
Henry was curious and invited them into
his office. They refused and instead asked
that he come out to the parking lot to their
car. They persuaded him to get into the
car, which was about 130 degrees, turned
on the air conditioner, and cooled the car
off immediately.
The old man got very excited and invited
them back to the office, where he offered
them $3 million for the patent.
The brothers refused, saying they would
settle for $2 million, but they wanted the
recognition by having a label, 'The
Goldberg
Air-Conditioner,'
on
the
dashboard of each car in which it was
installed.
Now old man Ford was more than just a
little anti-Semitic, and there was no way he
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was going to put the Goldberg's name on
two million Fords.
They haggled back and forth for about two
hours and finally agreed on $4 million and
that just their first names would be shown.
And so to this day, all Ford air
conditioners show Lo, Norm, Hi, and Max
on the controls.

AW-W-W SUCH MEMORIES . . . .
Three old ladies were sitting side by side
in their retirement home in Ft. Lauderdale
reminiscing. The first lady recalled
shopping at the green grocers and
demonstrated with her hands, the length
and thickness of a cucumber she could
buy for a penny.
The second old lady nodded, adding that
onions used to be much bigger and
cheaper also, and demonstrated the size of
two big onions she could buy for a penny
a piece.
The third old lady remarked, 'I can't hear a
word you're saying, but I remember the
guy you're talking about.”

PLEASE BE AWARE . . .
If a service dog without a person
approaches you, it means the person is
down and in need of help!
Don’t get scared, don’t get annoyed,
just follow the dog!!!!
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Things Money Can’t Buy
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Manners
Morals
Respect
Character
Common Sense
Trust
Patience
Class
Integrity
Love

FOOTPRINTS . . .
Walk a little slower, Daddy”
said a child so small.
I’m following in your footsteps, and
I don’t want to fall.
sometimes your steps are very fast,
sometimes they are hard to see:
so walk a little slower daddy,
for you are leading me.
Someday when I’m all grown up,
You’re what I want to be.
Then I will have a little child
who’ll want to follow me.
And I would want to lead just right,
and know that I was true;
so walk a little slower Daddy,
for I must follow you.
Author unknown
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Laughter is the best medicine …

GOOD ADVICE?????

A young couple took their three-year-old
son to Doctor Cohen. With some
hesitation, they explained that, although
their little angel appeared to be in good
health, they were concerned about his
rather small penis.

Two guys in their mid-twenties are sitting
at a bar having a beer. One of the guys
says to his buddy, “Man, you really look
tired.”

After examining the child, the doctor
confidently declared, "Just feed him
bagels with cream cheese. That should
solve the problem."
The next morning, when ! the boy arrived
at breakfast, there was a huge stack of
warm bagels and cream cheese in the
middle of the table.
"Gee, mom," the boy exclaimed. "For me?"

His buddy says, “Dude, I'm exhausted. My
girlfriend wants sex all the time, three,
four, even six times a night, every night.
She wakes me up at all hours. I just don't
know what to do.”
A fellow about 70, sitting a couple of
stools down overheard the
conversation.
He looked over at the two young men and
with the wisdom of years says... “Marry
her. That'll put a stop to that nonsense.”

"Just take two," his mother replied. "The
rest are for your father."

A w w w w w – S u m m e r ti m e i s h e r e !

Source: Kelly’s Treehouse
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13 Uses For Cucumbers That Will
Amaze You . . .
Cucumbers
are
an
excellent
source
of
multiple B vitamins,
including vitamin B1,
vitamin B5, and vitamin
B7. They are also rich in
potassium, manganese,
magnesium, vitamin C
and copper. Apart from
the healthy benefits,
cucumbers
have
a
refreshing taste and can be easily added to
sandwiches or salads. Here are all the
things that you can do with cucumbers.
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6. If you are prone to hangovers and
headaches after a few drinks, you can just
eat a cucumber before going to bed. The
next morning you will wake up refreshed
and energized. The electrolytes, vitamin B
and sugar, contained in the cucumber, will
maintain your body in balance.
7. Cucumbers can also suppress your
appetite. They are healthy, rich in vitamins
and minerals, and will keep you full for a
longer time.
8. You can polish your shoes with a
cucumber! Just rub a slice of cucumber on
your shoes and they will be shiny thanks
to the chemicals contained in the
cucumber.

1. Fresh and unpeeled cucumber is rich in
potassium,
vitamin
C,
vitamin
K,
phosphorus, manganese, magnesium,
pantothenic acid and vitamin A.

9. You can use cucumber as a lubricant as
well. If you`re out of WD 40 , just cut a
cucumber and rub it along the area that
needs to be lubricated.

2. When you feel tired, you can use
cucumbers as a substitute for caffeine
because they are a natural source of B
vitamins and carbohydrates.

10. Cucumber can be used as a natural
stress reliever. Cut the whole cucumber
and put it in boiling water. It will release a
relaxing aroma along with the steam, as in
a spa.

3. If you don’t want your mirror fogging
while you take a hot shower, you can rub a
cucumber on the mirror before taking a
bath.
4. Cucumbers can help you to get rid of
garden pests. You just need to place
cucumber slices in a pie tin in your
garden. Cucumber chemicals will react
together with the aluminum and the pests
will go away.
5. Cucumbers can also help you fight
cellulite. The procedure is very simple.
You just need to rub the cucumber slices
to
the
cellulite
areas.
Cucumber
phytochemicals react together with the
collagen and tighten the skin. This can
help with wrinkles as well.

11. Cucumber can help you get rid of the
bad breath. It contains phytochemicals
which can kill the bacteria in the mouth
and which are responsible for the bad
breath.
12. You can clean any stainless steel,
sinks or faucets by rubbing cucumber
slices on the surface. It also makes them
shiny again.
13. Pen, crayon and marker stains can be
erased by rubbing the outside of a
cucumber to the problem area.

SOOOO . . . GO ON OUT AND
ENJOY YOUR CUCUMBERS!!!1
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This section is dedicated to my beloved
partner and soul mate Fred, who is sadly
missed every moment of every day . . .

R em em b er i ng . . .
In the month of June Fred
and I always started to
finalize our picnic plans for
our Unit’s big Picnic/BarBQ
Bash that we hold every
summer in John Hendry Park
at Trout Lake!! It was always a lot of fun
preparing and thinking of the fun times
ahead!! It always proved to be a great fun
day whether the sun honoured us with its
brilliance or the rain clouds came
uninvited to keep us cool!!
Some cherished Picnic memories . . .

THE BUZZ
FROM YOUR
EDITOR MARDI . .
Our summer Picnic Crew of Planners are
already hard at work at picnic planning
meetings – and it is looking like one of our
best yet!!!!!!
I want to extend a special thanks to my
picnic crew in advance – their help in this
project is so very much appreciated,
especially this year as I am still getting used
to my new roommate, Mr. Pace Maker!!
As always, I extend a special thank you to all
of our loyal readers who keep me in the
know with great items, etc. for The Buzz
every
month!!
Please
keep
these
contributions coming as they are always
very much appreciated! Please do include
the source of your items so we comply with
all of the newsletter rules.
Our BUZZ is on our Website every month.
Look up www.anavets68.com and ENJOY!!
Know you are all avidly reading our new
column from Kerr and Jan each month!! It
actually feels as though we are traveling
right alongside of them, and it sure is fun,
although we will miss them a lot at our
picnic!!
Until next month my wish for you all is to
stay healthy and happy and continue to live
life to the fullest!! Enjoy!! Enjoy!!
And remember to mark your calendars
for Picnic Time . . . July 20th!!!
Your Editor
MARDI

